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This talk explores the topographic evolution of the South Fork Eel River (SFER) watershed, 
Northern California. The SFER is southeast of the Mendocino triple junction, where three 
tectonic plates meet. The mainstem river and almost all its tributaries have knickzones, or over-
steepened river reaches that likely indicate the forces driving the evolution of the watershed 
have changed through time. Here we explore what the change in past forces may have been, 
and how the landscape evolved following that change. We use clues from topographic metrics, 
erosion rate patterns, and outcomes from numerical models to unravel the story. The 
watershed has a unique tectonic history, but whether tectonic changes driven by the migration 
of the Mendocino triple junction are evident in the modern SFER topography remains a known 
unknown.  
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